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Limits to credit markets
I Importance of credit: many economic activities are spread

over time.

I Adoption of technology requires investment today, with
the payoffs coming in later.

I Ongoing productive activities require inputs in advance,
with revenues realized at later point in time.

I Income streams may fluctuate ⇒ fluctuations
consumption streams in the absence of credit/insurance.

I Credit markets often do not function well.

I It is difficult to monitor what is being done with the loan.

I A borrower might exercise voluntary strategic default.
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Sources of demand for credit

I Fixed capital: capital required for new start ups or
substantial expansion of existing production lines.

I Working capital: credit may be required to finance an
ongoing production activity when there is substantial lag
between production and sales receipts.

I Consumption credit: poorer individuals may need credit
because of sudden decrease in the value of their output or
illness, death, etc.
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Who provides credit?

1. Formal sector: State or commercial banks.

I Require collateral, business plan.

I Usually lend to registered firms or small businesses.

I Usually charge the lowest rates of interest.

I Often give directed credit to “priority sectors”: (exports,
agriculture, small business).
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Who provides rural credit?

2. Informal sector: Moneylender, trader, landlord,
shopkeeper, etc.

I Better information

I Better enforcement capabilities (multi-market contact)

I Specific abilities to take certain types of collateral

I Can price out distortions via multi-market contact
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Who provides rural credit?

3. Quasi-formal organizations: Grameen Bank, micro finance
NGOs

I Sometimes use group liability to avoid default

I Rigid repayment schedules

I Working capital rather than fixed capital loans
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Some Characteristics of rural credit markets

I Informational constraints

I Segmentation

I Interlinkage

I Interest rate variations

I Rationing

I Exclusivity
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Theories of Informal Credit Markets

1. What explains high interest rate?

2. What explains credit rationing?
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Theories of high interest rate: Lender’s Monopoly
What explains high interest rate?

capital K

Rate r

VMP(L̄,K )

VAP(L̄,K )

KM KC

rM

rC
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Theories of high interest rate: Lender’s Monopoly

I Hypothesis-1: Lender’s monopoly, i.e., the poor face high
interest rate because the money lender is monopolist.

I Empirical data does not support this hypothesis and in
fact there are many money lenders in the credit markets
of most developing countries.
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Theories of high interest rate: Lender’s Risk

I Hypothesis-2: Lender’s risk, i.e., money lender’s charge
higher interest rate because they are confronted with
substantial risk of default.

I Loan of L can give the lender (1 + r)L if deposited at the
bank.

I If it is lent to a farmer at a rate of i and the farmer can
default at probability p, then the value to the lender is
p(1 + i)L+ (1− p) ∗ 0.
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Theories of high interest rate: Lender’s Risk

I Perfect competition in the capital market results in zero
profit, i.e., p(1 + i)L = (1 + r)L.

I This makes i = (1+r)
p − 1, which is higher than r if

p < 1, i.e., there is some possibility of default due to
exogenous reasons.

I Empirical data does not support this hypothesis and in
fact the actual rates of default in the credit markets of
most developing countries are low.
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Theories of high interest rate: Strategic Default
I Hypothesis-3: Strategic Default

I In some situations, defaults are voluntary facilitated either
by the borrower or by the lender.

I Incentives for voluntary borrower’s default call for the use
of collateral, whenever it is feasible.

I The collateral can be of very high value to the borrower,
to the lender, or both.

I A highly valuable collateral to the lender incentivizes the
lender to facilitate default.

I A highly valuable collateral to the borrower incentivizes
the borrower to avoid default.
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Theories of high interest rate: Strategic Default

I Suppose a small farmer needed a loan size of K , which it
can obtain from a richer land-owner. Let i be the interest
rate on the loan.

I Suppose the lender requires collateral for the loan.

I Let Vb and VL be the values of the collateral to the
borrower and the lender respectively.

I Let the cost of default to the follower be F .
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Theories of high interest rate: Strategic Default
I If K (1 + i) > Vb + F , then the borrower would like to

default on the loan even if it can pay it.

I If K (1 + i) < VL, then the lender would like to see the
borrower default and own the collateral.

I High interest rate could be motivated to transfer
collateral assets, such as land, from poor farmers to rich
one at a cheaper price!

I Only when Vb + F > K (1 + i) > VL holds that both the
lender and the borrower would like to see the loan repaid.

I However, recall the story of “The Merchant of Venice”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Merchant_of_Venice.
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Next: Theories of Credit Rationing
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Theories of Credit Rationing

Credit rationing is a situation in which the borrower would like
to borrow more at the ongoing rate and yet the lender does
not allow this.

Why is credit rationed in developing countries?

I Hypothesis-1: Strategic Default.

I Hypothesis-2: Private Information.
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Strategic Default

capital K

Rate i

VMP(L̄,K )

K ∗

A

1 + i∗

That is, participation requires that the rate has to satisfy:
VTP(K )− (1 + i)K ≥ A.
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Strategic Default

I Participation requires that the rate has to satisfy:

VTP(K )− (1 + i)K ≥ A.

I Defaulting now and have no access to credit from the
lender for N years is not profitable if

N [VTP(K )− (1 + i)K ] ≥ VTP(K ) + [N − 1]A.

I This is equivalent to VTP(K )− N
N−1(1 + i)K ≥ A.
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Strategic Default

capital K

rate

VMP(L̄,K )

K ∗K (N)

1 + i∗

N
N−1(1 + i∗)

The lender will not lend more than K (N) although the
borrower wants to borrow as much as K ∗.
Any loan K < K ∗ made at an ongoing rate of i∗ involves
rationing.
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Private Information
Suppose the following.

I Borrowers could be of high-risk type or safe type.

I Each borrower needs a K size loan to invest in a project
but the lender has enough fund only for one of the two.

I The safe type is able to get a decent return R from his
investment, i.e., R > K .

I The risky type invests it in a project with uncertain
return: with probability p the return is H and with
probability 1− p the return is zero.

I Moreover, high return H is greater than a decent return
R .

I If the lender can set the interest rate, what should be the
value of the interest rate?
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Private Information
I The maximum return that can be obtained from the safe

borrower is: i1 = −1 + R/K and the highest rate the
safe borrower can pay is i1.

I The maximum return that can be obtained from the risky
borrower is: i2 = −1 + H/K and note that i2 > i1.

I If the lender chooses i2, its expected return is
pK (1 + i2)− K .

I If the lender chooses i1, its expected return is
0.5[(1 + i1)K − K ] + 0.5[pK (1 + i1)− K ].

I The lender chooses i1 if
0.5[(1 + i1)K − K ] + 0.5[pK (1 + i1)− K ] ≥
pK (1 + i2)− K .

I This is the case when the probability of success of the
risky borrower is very low, i.e., p < R

2H−R .
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Theories of Credit Rationing: Private Information

I At i2, there is NO credit rationing, i.e., only the risky
borrower wants the loan and he obtains it.

I At i1, there is credit rationing, i.e., both would like to
borrow but only one can obtain the loan.
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